3RD EUROPEAN FOOD & BEVERAGE PLASTIC PACKAGING SUMMIT

14th & 15th March 2018 - Amsterdam, The Netherlands

CIRCULAR ECONOMY & LATEST TECHNOLOGIES LEADING THE INDUSTRY

KEY TOPICS:

- Market trends for sustainable packaging in 2018 and beyond
- Latest innovations in design, manufacturing, additive and converter technology
- Case studies from retailers/brands on packaging and design needs in the food & beverage industry
- What does the European Commission circular economy package mean for the plastics packaging supply chain
- Expectations and targets of EU waste legislation on packaging and packaging waste
- Analysis and comparison of performance materials in different applications
- Advancing plastics converters and manufacturers capabilities and technologies
- Life cycle assessments and environmental impact

PAST ATTENDEES INCLUDE SENIOR REPRESENTATIVES FROM:


COMMERCIAL & SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

KRISZTINA MARIA SZABO
44 (0) 203 141 0603 / KSZABO@ACIEU.NET
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